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Abstract
This paper develops the preconditioning technique as a method to address
the accuracy issue caused by ill-conditioning. Given a preconditioner M for
an ill-conditioned linear system Ax = b, we show that, if the inverse of the
preconditioner M−1 can be applied to vectors accurately, then the linear sys-
tem can be solved accurately. A stability concept called inverse-equivalent
accuracy is introduced to describe higher accuracy that is achieved and an
error analysis will be presented. As an application, we use the precondi-
tioning approach to accurately compute a few smallest eigenvalues of certain
ill-conditioned matrices. Numerical examples are presented to illustrate the
error analysis and the performance of the methods.
1 Introduction
Solutions of large scale linear algebra problems are typically associated with an ill-
conditioned matrix A where the condition number κ(A) := ‖A‖‖A−1‖ is large. The
ill-conditioning has two effects in numerically solving a linear system Ax = b. It
reduces the rate of convergence of iterative algorithms such as the Krylov subspace
methods. It also limits the accuracy to which Ax = b can be solved in finite precision.
The former problem is typically addressed by a technique known as preconditioning.
For the latter, there is no known good solution other than the classical diagonal
scaling or iterative refinements; see [11, Sec. 2.5] and [25, p.124].
While a large condition number κ(A) is typically associated with the two diffi-
culties discussed above in solving linear systems, it also causes two similar problems
for eigenvalue computations. First, a large κ(A) is often associated with a spec-
trum that has one or both ends clustered, which results in slow convergence for
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2methods such as the Lanczos/Arnoldi algorithms. A large κ(A) also limits the ac-
curacy of those smaller eigenvalues of A computed in finite precision; see [13, 14]
or §4 for some discussions. The shift-and-invert transformation and its variants
are efficient ways of dealing with clustering; see [2] for example. The relative ac-
curacy issue has also been studied extensively and several algorithms have been
developed for various structured matrices for which all singular values or eigen-
values can be computed to an accuracy independent of the condition number; see
[1, 3, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22, 27, 34] and the references contained
therein.
The preconditioning technique is a general methodology that has been highly
successful in overcoming the effect of ill-conditioning on the speed of convergence of
iterative methods for solving a linear system Ax = b. Given an invertible M ≈ A,
we implicitly transform the linear system to the well-conditioned one, M−1Ax =
M−1b, which can be solved iteratively with accelerated convergence. This poses
the natural question: Do we also obtain a more accurate solution by solving the
preconditioned system M−1Ax = M−1b? The answer is generally no. Because
M is a good preconditioner to an ill-conditioned A, it is necessarily ill-conditioned
and hence there are potentially large roundoff errors encountered in forming the
preconditioned system either explicitly or implicitly; see §3 and §5 for more details
and examples. On the other hand, if M−1Ax = M−1b can be formed exactly or
sufficiently accurately, solving that will clearly give an accurate solution. Indeed,
diagonal scaling is one such example where M is chosen to be a diagonal matrix of
powers of 2 so that no roundoff error is generated when applying M−1. Thus, the
goal of this paper is to investigate to what accuracy inverting M in preconditioning
can lead to improved solution accuracy.
We will develop the preconditioning technique as a method to solve the accuracy
issue caused by ill-conditioning for both linear systems and eigenvalue problems.
We will show that preconditioning can indeed lead to highly satisfactory solution
accuracy of a linear system if the inverse of the preconditioner, M−1, can be applied
sufficiently accurately. To study precisely the accuracy that is needed for M−1 and
that can be attained by the final solution, we will introduce a stability concept called
inverse-equivalent accuracy, which is one equivalent to multiplying exact inverses.
An error analysis together with numerical examples will be presented to demonstrate
the stability gained. While the present paper is focused on linear systems, we will
also use this accurate preconditioning method to accurately compute a few small-
est eigenvalues of an ill-conditioned matrix through the accurate inverse approach
presented in [36].
We remark that the only requirement for the accurate preconditioning process
is that M be inverted with the inverse-equivalent accuracy. This can be done if
M−1 is explicitly available or M has an accurate rank-revealing decomposition (see
[13, 20]). In [13], several classes of structured matrices have been shown to have an
3accurate rank-revealing decomposition, which include graded matrices, total signed
compound matrices such as acyclic matrices, Cauchy matrices, totally positive ma-
trices, diagonally scaled totally unimodular matrices, and matrices arising in certain
simple finite element problems. We have also shown in [35] that diagonally domi-
nant matrices have an accurate rank-revealing decomposition. Thus, the accurate
preconditioning method is applicable to a broad class of matrices that can be well
preconditioned by any of these structured matrices.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We present in §2 the concept
of inverse-accurate accuracy. We then develop in §3 the accurate preconditioning
method and an error analysis for linear systems. In §4, we discuss applying the
accurate preconditioning method to accurately compute a few smallest eigenvalues
of a matrix. Finally, in §5, we present some numerical examples for both linear
systems and eigenvalue problems, followed by some concluding remarks in §6.
1.1 Notation and Preliminaries
Throughout this paper, ‖ · ‖ denotes a general norm for vectors and its induced
operator norm for matrices. ‖ · ‖p denotes the p-norm. Inequalities and absolute
value involving matrices and vectors are entrywise.
For error analysis in a floating point arithmetic, u denotes the machine round-
off unit and O(u) denotes a term bounded by p(n)u for some polynomial p(n) in
n. We use fl(z) to denote the computed result of an algebraic expression z. We
assume throughout that matrices and vectors given have floating point number en-
tries. We assume the following standard model for roundoff errors in basic matrix
computations [25, p.66]:
fl(x+ y) = x+ y + e with |e| ≤ u(|x+ y|) (1)
fl(Ax) = Ax+ e with |e| ≤ uN |A||x| +O(u2), (2)
where N is the maximal number of nonzero entries per row of A. Using (2.4.12) of
[25, p.64] and equivalence of any two norms in a finite dimensional space, we may
also simply rewrite (2) as
‖fl(Ax)−Ax‖ ≤ O(u)N‖A‖‖x‖. (3)
This bound is based on explicitly multiplying A with x and N ≤ n can be absorbed
into theO(u) term. More generally, if A is not explicitly given andAx is computed as
an operator, (3) may still be valid if we allow N to be a suitable constant associated
with the operator Ax.
42 Inverse-equivalent Accuracy
In this section, we introduce a stability concept called inverse-equivalent accuracy
for solving linear systems in finite precision.
Given an invertible matrix A ∈ Rn×n and b ∈ Rn, all standard dense algorithms
for solving the linear system Ax = b in a floating point arithmetic computes a
solution xˆ that is backward stable, i.e. it satisfies (A + E)xˆ = b for some E with
‖E‖/‖A‖ = O(u). An iterative method computes a solution xˆ with a residual that
at best satisfies ‖b − Axˆ‖ = O(u)‖A‖‖xˆ‖, which is equivalent to the backward
stability. In both cases, the solution error is bounded as
‖xˆ− x‖
‖x‖ ≤ O(u)κ(A), where κ(A) = ‖A‖‖A
−1‖. (4)
This backward stable solution accuracy may be unsatisfactory for ill-conditioned
problems, but for a general linear system, this is the best one may hope for because
the solution is not well determined by the matrix A under perturbations. For many
ill-conditioned linear systems arising in applications, however, the underlying solu-
tion may be much more stable when considering the solution as determined from
the original problem data rather than from the matrix. For example, discretization
of a differential equation typically gives rise to an ill-conditioned linear system, but
its solution, approximating the solution of PDE, is stably determined by the input
data of the PDE. Namely, the solution is stable if we only consider perturbations
to the problem data in spite of ill-conditioning of the matrix. In that case, we are
interested in special algorithms that can solve such ill-conditioned linear systems
more accurately.
Before we study algorithms, we first address how high an accuracy one may
reasonably expect to achieve for a linear system. Ideally, we may strive for the full
relative accuracy
‖xˆ− x‖
‖x‖ ≤ O(u) (5)
but a bound totally independent of A will obviously require very stringent conditions
on A, as a perturbation to b alone will produce errors proportional to A−1. Note that
b typically corresponds to problem data and then some perturbations/uncertainties
in b should be assumed. Furthermore, the ideal accuracy (5) may not be necessary
in many applications. Indeed, the accuracy we introduce now is often sufficient in
applications.
Definition 1 Given A, we say that an algorithm for solving linear systems with
coefficient A is inverse-equivalent if, for any b, it produces in a floating point arith-
metic a computed solution xˆ to Ax = b such that
‖xˆ− x‖ ≤ O(u)‖A−1‖‖b‖. (6)
5We also say such a solution xˆ has an inverse-equivalent accuracy.
In the definition, we have used a general norm. Since any two norms are equiva-
lent and O(u) can absorb any constant, the definition is equivalent to one using any
particular norm in (6). The next two results explain the naming of this accuracy.
Theorem 1 If A is such that A−1 is explicitly available, then solving Ax = b by
multiplying A−1 with b is an inverse-equivalent algorithm.
Proof Recall that A and b are assumed to have floating point number entries. For
A−1, we have |fl(A−1)−A−1| ≤ u|A−1|. Then ‖fl(A−1)b−A−1b‖ ≤ O(u)‖A−1‖‖b‖.
It follows from (2) that ‖fl(A−1b) − fl(A−1)b‖ ≤ O(u)‖fl(A−1)‖‖b‖. Combining
the two, we obtain ‖fl(A−1b)− A−1b‖ ≤ O(u)‖A−1‖‖b‖.
Theorem 2 Let A be an invertible matrix. There is an inverse-equivalent algorithm
for A if and only if the inverse A−1 can be computed by some algorithm with a relative
error of order O(u), i.e. the computed inverse X̂ satisfies
‖X̂ − A−1‖
‖A−1‖ ≤ O(u) (7)
Proof First assume that there is an inverse-equivalent algorithm for A. Using
this algorithm to compute the inverse A−1 by solving AX = I, let the computed
inverse be X̂ = [xˆ1, xˆ2, · · · , xˆn] and write X = A−1 = [x1, x2, · · · , xn]. Then xˆi
is inverse-equivalent, i.e., written in the 1-norm, ‖xˆi − xi‖1 ≤ O(u)‖A−1‖1‖ei‖1 =
O(u)‖A−1‖1. Thus ‖X̂ −X‖1 = maxi ‖xˆi − xi‖1 ≤ O(u)‖A−1‖1. By equivalence of
norms, (7) is proved.
On the other hand, if we have an algorithm that computes the inverse X̂ satisfies
(7), then for any b, solving Ax = b by computing xˆ = fl(X̂b), we have
‖xˆ− x‖ ≤ ‖fl(X̂b)− X̂b‖+ ‖X̂b− A−1b‖
≤ O(u)‖X̂‖‖b‖+O(u)‖A−1‖‖b‖
≤ O(u)(‖X̂ − A−1‖+ ‖A−1‖)‖b‖+O(u)‖A−1‖‖b‖
≤ O(u)(O(u)‖A−1‖+ ‖A−1‖)‖b‖+O(u)‖A−1‖‖b‖
= O(u)‖A−1‖‖b‖.
So the algorithm xˆ = fl(X̂b) is inverse-equivalent. This completes the proof.
The above shows that an inverse-equivalent algorithm produces solution that
are comparable to the one obtained by multiplying the exact inverse with the right-
hand side vector b. This should be highly satisfactory in many applications. For
6example, in eigenvalue computations with the shift-and-invert transformation, using
an inverse-equivalent algorithm for the inverse would produce results as accurate as
the one obtained using the exact inverse; see §4.
If we rewrite (6) in the relative error form
‖xˆ− x‖
‖x‖ ≤ O(u)
‖A−1‖‖b‖
‖x‖ , (8)
then it is clear that this accuracy is between the full relative accuracy (5) and the
backward stable solution accuracy (4) as ‖x‖ ≤ ‖A−1‖‖b‖ ≤ ‖A−1‖‖A‖‖x‖. Note
that the bound (8) has also appeared in the study of perturbation theory for Ax = b
when only the right-hand side vector b is perturbed; see [8, 26]. It has been observed
that the bound (8) may be substantially smaller than (4); see [8, 20]. For example,
this occurs as long as b has a significant projection on some right singular vector uk of
A corresponding to a singular value σk that is far less than the largest one. Namely,
if σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ . . . ≥ σn are the singular values of A, then ‖x‖2 = ‖A−1b‖2 ≥ |uTk b|/σk
and hence
‖A−1‖2‖b‖2
‖x‖2 ≤
σk
σn
‖b‖2
|uTk b|
≪ ‖A‖2‖A−1‖2 (9)
if
σk
cos∠(b, uk)
≪ σ1. (10)
See [8, 20] for some more detailed discussions.
We remark that b, being the input data in a practical problem, is unlikely to be
nearly orthogonal to all singular vectors corresponding to smaller singular values.
For example, if b is a random vector, (10) may be easily satisfied. So we may expect
the inverse-equivalent accuracy (8) to be significantly better than the backward
stable one (4) when b is chosen with no constraint.
3 Accurate solutions for linear systems
In this section, we present an accurate preconditioning method for solving a lin-
ear system where the inversion of the preconditioner is computed with an inverse-
equivalent algorithm. We show that this results in inverse-equivalent accuracy and
we present our analysis in two subsections, one for direct methods and one for it-
erative ones for solving the preconditioned equation. We first briefly discuss the
accuracy that may be expected when a standard backward stable algorithm is used
for the preconditioner.
Preconditioning a linear system Ax = b is commonly used to accelerate conver-
gence of an iterative method. Given a preconditioner M ≈ A such that M−1A is
7well-conditioned, applying an iterative method to M−1Ax = M−1b results in accel-
erated convergence. Since M−1Ax = M−1b is a well-conditioned system, it might
be argued that solving the preconditioned equation should produce more accurate
solutions. However, inverting M encounters roundoff errors which change the pre-
conditioned system and the final solution. We analyze this error as follows.
First, we observe that for M−1A to be well-conditioned, M is necessarily ill-
conditioned (i.e. has a condition number comparable to A). This is because
κ(A)
κ(M−1A)
≤ κ(M) ≤ κ(M−1A)κ(A). (11)
Then the application of M−1 on A and on b can not be computed accurately.
For example, assuming M is inverted by a backward stable algorithm, the com-
puted result of the right-hand side M−1b is M−1b+ f with the error f bounded by
‖f‖/‖M−1b‖ = O(u)κ(M). Similarly, the computed result of M−1A is M−1A + E
with ‖E‖/‖M−1A‖ = O(u)κ(M). Thus, the preconditioned system obtained is
(M−1A+ E)y =M−1b+ f, (12)
and then even its exact solution y can only be bounded as
‖y − x‖
‖x‖ ≤ O(u)κ(M)κ(M
−1A) (13)
which by (11) is approximately O(u)κ(A). We conclude that the computed solution
to M−1Ax = M−1b, after accounting the errors of inverting M , has a relative error
of order uκ(A). So, the solution accuracy can not be improved by preconditioning
in general; see numerical examples in §5.
Note that the discussion above is for a general M solved by a backward sta-
ble algorithm. The diagonal scaling, where M is chosen to be a diagonal matrix
(typically with entries being powers of 2) [25, p.124], is an effective method for im-
proving solution accuracy provided the diagonal matrix is a good preconditioner.
With such a preconditioner, the preconditioning transformation is performed ex-
actly and the resulting solution accuracy is indeed improved. This leads us to the
following questions: Can more accurately inverting M lead to a more accurate so-
lution of the original system, and if so, what accuracy is needed for M−1? The rest
of this section provides answers to these questions.
Let A = M + K where K is small in norm and M is such that there is an
inverse-equivalent algorithm for inverting M . Then using M as a preconditioner,
we form the preconditioned system
Bx = c, where B := I +M−1K, c := M−1b. (14)
8This system may be formed explicitly or implicitly depending on whether we solve
it by a direct or an iterative method respectively, but it is important that B or its
product with vectors is formed in the way as given in (14). We call this process
accurate preconditioning and we will show that solving the well-conditioned system
(14) by any backward stable algorithm leads to an inverse-equivalent accurate solu-
tion (6). Namely, accurate preconditioning with an inverse-equivalent algorithm for
inverting M is an inverse-equivalent algorithm for A.
The following two subsections provide detailed analysis by considering solving
(14) first using a direct method and then using an iterative one.
3.1 Direct Method for Preconditioned Systems
We consider forming (14) explicitly and then solving it by a backward stable direct
method such as the Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting. In this regard, we
first need to computeM−1K column by column by solving n linear systems. Assume
that these linear systems are solved by an inverse-equivalent algorithm forM . Then,
each column of the computed result of M−1K has inverse-equivalent accuracy. We
denote the computed result as Ẑ and it satisfies ‖Ẑ −M−1K‖ ≤ O(u)‖M−1‖‖K‖.
Furthermore the coefficient matrix B = I +M−1K is computed as fl(I + Ẑ), which
has an error term bounded by u(1 + ‖Ẑ‖) by (1). Combining the two error terms
together and denoting the final computed result fl(I + Ẑ) as B̂, we can write the
total error as
B̂ = I +M−1K + E = B + E, with ‖E‖ ≤ O(u)(1 + ‖M−1‖‖K‖). (15)
Similarly, the computed result of M−1b, denoted by cˆ := fl(M−1b) satisfies
‖cˆ− c‖ ≤ O(u)‖M−1‖‖b‖. (16)
Theorem 3 Let A = M+K with A andM being invertible and let Ax = b. Assume
that there is an inverse-equivalent algorithm for inverting M so that the computed
results of B := I +M−1K and c := M−1b, denoted by B̂ and cˆ respectively, satisfy
(15) and (16). Let xˆ be the computed solution to B̂x = cˆ by a backward stable
algorithm so that xˆ satisfies
(B̂ + F )xˆ = cˆ, with
‖F‖
‖B̂‖
≤ O(u). (17)
Let δ := (‖E‖+ ‖F‖)‖B−1‖ and assume that δ < 1. Then
‖xˆ− x‖
‖A−1‖‖b‖ ≤ O(u)
κ(B)
1− δ
(
4 +
‖K‖‖x‖
‖b‖
)
. (18)
9In particular, if ‖M−1‖‖K‖ < 1, then
‖xˆ− x‖
‖A−1‖‖b‖ ≤
O(u)
(1− δ)(1− ‖M−1‖‖K‖)2 .
Proof First, let f = cˆ − c or cˆ = c + f . Then ‖f‖ ≤ O(u)‖M−1‖‖b‖. Let
B˜ = B̂+F = B+E+F and rewrite (17) as B˜xˆ = c+f. From (‖E‖+‖F‖)‖B−1‖ < 1,
it follows that B˜ is invertible and
‖B˜−1‖ ≤ ‖B
−1‖
1− (‖E‖+ ‖F‖)‖B−1‖ =
‖B−1‖
1− δ (19)
We also have
‖M−1‖ = ‖BA−1‖ ≤ ‖B‖‖A−1‖ (20)
and
‖B−1‖‖B̂‖ ≤ ‖B−1‖(‖B‖+ ‖E‖) ≤ ‖B−1‖‖B‖+ δ ≤ 2‖B−1‖‖B‖ (21)
Furthermore, using
1 = ‖I‖ = ‖B −M−1K‖ ≤ ‖B‖+ ‖M−1‖‖K‖, (22)
we can bound (15) as
‖E‖ ≤ O(u)(‖B‖+ 2‖M−1‖‖K‖) = O(u)(‖B‖+ ‖M−1‖‖K‖) (23)
where in the last equality we have combined the coefficient 2 of ‖M−1‖‖K‖ into
O(u) (i.e. 2O(u) = O(u) with our notation). Now, clearly Bx = c and then
B˜x = c+ Ex+ Fx. Combining this with B˜xˆ = c+ f , we have
xˆ− x = −B˜−1Ex− B˜−1Fx+ B˜−1f.
Bounding the above and using (23), (17), (19), (20), and (21), we have
‖xˆ− x‖ ≤ ‖B˜−1‖‖E‖‖x‖+ ‖B˜−1‖‖F‖‖x‖+ ‖B˜−1‖‖f‖
≤ O(u)‖B˜−1‖(‖B‖+ ‖M−1‖‖K‖)‖x‖
+O(u)‖B˜−1‖‖B̂‖‖x‖+O(u)‖B˜−1‖‖M−1‖‖b‖
≤ O(u)
1− δ‖B
−1‖‖B‖‖x‖+ O(u)
1− δ‖B
−1‖‖M−1‖‖K‖‖x‖
+
O(u)
1− δ‖B
−1‖‖B̂‖‖x‖+ O(u)
1− δ‖B
−1‖‖M−1‖‖b‖
≤ O(u)
1− δ (‖B
−1‖‖B‖‖x‖+ ‖B−1‖‖B‖‖A−1‖‖K‖‖x‖
+2‖B−1‖‖B‖‖x‖+ ‖B−1‖‖B‖‖A−1‖‖b‖)
≤ O(u)
1− δ‖B
−1‖‖B‖
(
3‖x‖+ ‖A−1‖‖b‖‖K‖‖x‖‖b‖ + ‖A
−1‖‖b‖
)
≤ O(u)
1− δκ(B)
(
4 +
‖K‖‖x‖
‖b‖
)
‖A−1‖‖b‖.
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where we have used ‖x‖ ≤ ‖A−1‖‖b‖ in the last inequality. This proves (18).
Finally, if ‖M−1‖‖K‖ < 1, then B = I +M−1K satisfies ‖B‖ ≤ 1 + ‖M−1‖‖K‖
and ‖B−1‖ ≤ 1
1−‖M−1‖‖K‖
. Thus, it follows from A−1 = B−1M−1 that
‖K‖‖x‖
‖b‖ ≤ ‖K‖‖A
−1‖ ≤ ‖K‖‖M−1‖‖B−1‖ ≤ ‖K‖‖M
−1‖
1− ‖K‖‖M−1‖
Thus
κ(B)
(
4 +
‖K‖‖x‖
‖b‖
)
≤ 1 + ‖M
−1‖‖K‖
1− ‖M−1‖‖K‖
4− 3‖M−1‖‖K‖
1− ‖M−1‖‖K‖ ≤
5
(1− ‖M−1‖‖K‖)2
where we have used (1 + ‖M−1‖‖K‖)(4 − 3‖M−1‖‖K‖) ≤ 4 + ‖M−1‖‖K‖ ≤ 5.
Substituting this into (18) and combing the factor 5 into the O(u) term, we obtain
the second bound of the theorem.
The second bound of the theorem shows that we can obtain an inverse-equivalent
solution if ‖M−1‖‖K‖ is bounded away from 1. Note that δ = (‖E‖+‖F‖)‖B−1‖ ≤
O(u)‖B−1‖(1+ ‖B̂‖+ ‖M−1‖‖K‖) can be expected to be much smaller than 1 and
hence the factor (1 − δ)−1 is insignificant. When ‖M−1‖‖K‖ ≥ 1, only the first
bound (18) holds, which implies that the inverse-equivalent accuracy of the solution
may deteriorate by a factor of κ(B) or ‖K‖‖x‖
‖b‖
. Such a dependence on κ(B) and K is
expected however, as otherwise there would be inverse-equivalent algorithm for any
A.
3.2 Iterative Method for Preconditioned Systems
For large scale problems, we are more interested in solving the preconditioned sys-
tem Bx = c by an iterative method. In general, the accuracy of the approximate
solution obtained by an iterative method for Ax = b is obviously limited by the
accuracy of the matrix-vector multiplication Av. Namely, the residual ‖b − Ax̂‖
of an approximate solution x̂ computed in a floating point arithmetic is at best of
order uN‖A‖‖x̂‖. A careful implementation, possibly using residual replacements
[32], can ensure that the residual converges with this level of accuracy. Note that
such a solution x̂ is backward stable (see [11, Theorem 2.2]). We first briefly discuss
some related results on the best accuracy that can be achieved.
Most iterative methods update approximate solutions and the corresponding
residuals at each iteration by general formulas of the forms xk = xk−1 + qk and
rk = rk−1 − Aqk. In a convergent iteration, the best residual ‖b − Axk‖ one may
obtain in finite precision is determined by the deviation between the computed
(or updated) residual rk, which is the one computed in an algorithm through the
updating formula rk = rk−1 − Aqk, and the true residual defined as b − Axk for
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xk that is computed through xk = xk−1 + qk. This deviation phenomenon of the
two kinds of residuals has been extensively studied; see [30, 23, 24, 29, 32] and
the references cited therein. Typically, the computed residuals rk of a convergent
method maintains the theoretical convergence property (e.g. monotonicity) even
in a floating point arithmetic and can decrease arbitrarily close to 0, but the true
residuals b−Axk will stagnate at some level. This deviation of the two residuals is
due to the roundoff errors at each step, the most significant of which, among others,
is O(u)N‖A‖‖qk‖ incurred in computing Aqk, where N is a constant associated
with the error in fl(Av) as defined in (3). Then, for xL at step L, the deviation is
made up of the accumulated deviations over L iterations, i.e. O(u)∑Kk=1N‖A‖‖qk‖
which, since xL = fl(
∑L
k=1 qk), is at least O(u)N‖A‖‖xL‖, the error incurred in
computing fl(AxL).
Indeed, the accumulated roundoff errors O(u)∑Lk=1N‖A‖‖qk‖, and hence the
true residual, may be much larger than O(u)N‖A‖‖xL‖ if there are large intermedi-
ate iterates qk, which occur often in nonsymmetric solvers such as BiCG and CGS.
In that case, a residual replacement strategy [32, Algorithm 3] has been developed
that replaces the computed residual by the true residual at some selected steps so
that its convergence property remains intact but the deviation of the two residuals
is reset to 0. Indeed, it is shown in [32, Theorem 3.6] that if an iterative method
for solving Ax = b is implemented with the residual replacement and the algorithm
terminates at step L with the computed residual satisfying ‖rL‖ < u‖A‖‖xL‖, then
the true residual ‖b− AxL‖ will be in the order of uN‖A‖‖xL‖.
Now, consider solving the preconditioned system (14) by such an iterative method.
To determine the accuracy that can be obtained from solving this well-conditioned
system, we first analyze the accuracy of computing matrix-vector multiplication Bv.
Lemma 1 Let B be defined in (14) and consider computing Bv = v+M−1Kv as in
this expression for any v ∈ Rn. Assume that there is an inverse-equivalent algorithm
for inverting M . If M−1Kv is computed by the inverse-equivalent algorithm and if
we denote the final computed result of Bv by fl(Bv), then
‖fl(Bv)−Bv‖ ≤ O(u)(1 + ‖M−1‖‖K‖)‖v‖. (24)
Proof Let u := Bv and denote the final computed result fl(Bv) by uˆ. To compute
Bv, we first compute Kv to get fl(Kv) = Kv + e1 with |e1| ≤ nu|K||v|. Then
computing M−1fl(Kv) by the inverse-equivalent algorithm, the computed result,
denoted by wˆ, satisfies
‖wˆ −M−1fl(Kv)‖ ≤ O(u)‖M−1‖‖fl(Kv)‖
≤ O(u)‖M−1‖(‖K‖‖v‖+O(u)‖K‖‖v‖)
≤ O(u)‖M−1‖‖K‖‖v‖.
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Let e2 = wˆ −M−1Kv. Then
‖e2‖ = ‖wˆ −M−1fl(Kv) +M−1e1‖
≤ O(u)‖M−1‖‖K‖‖v‖+O(u)‖M−1‖‖K‖‖v‖
= O(u)‖M−1‖‖K‖‖v‖.
Now, uˆ = fl(v + wˆ) = v + wˆ + e3 with |e3| ≤ u(|v|+ |wˆ|). Then
‖e3‖ ≤ O(u)‖v‖+O(u)(‖M−1Kv‖+ ‖e2‖)
≤ O(u)(‖v‖+ ‖M−1‖‖K‖‖v‖+O(u)‖M−1‖‖K‖‖v‖)
= O(u)(‖v‖+ ‖M−1‖‖K‖‖v‖).
Finally, we have uˆ = v +M−1Kv + e2 + e3 = u+ e2 + e3 and
‖uˆ− u‖ ≤ ‖e2‖+ ‖e3‖ ≤ O(u)(1 + ‖M−1‖‖K‖)‖v‖.
Now, when applying some convergent iterative method to the system (14), us-
ing the residual replacement strategy if necessary, the true residual ‖c − BxL‖ is
expected to converge to O(u)(1 + ‖M−1‖‖K‖)‖v‖. The next theorem demonstrate
that such a solution has an inverse-equivalent accuracy. Note that since (14) is well-
conditioned, most iterative methods should have fast convergence. In that case,
the error accumulations are insignificant and the residual replacement is usually not
necessary in practice.
Theorem 4 Consider solving (14) by an iterative method where the matrix-vector
product Bv = v +M−1Kv is computed by an inverse-equivalent algorithm for in-
verting M . Assume that the iterative method produces an approximate solution xL
with ‖c−BxL‖ ≤ O(u)(1 + ‖M−1‖‖K‖)‖v‖ and ‖b− AxL‖ ≤ ‖b‖. Then
‖x− xL‖
‖A−1‖‖b‖ ≤ O(u)κ(B)
(
1 +
‖K‖‖xL‖
‖b‖
)
≤ O(u)κ(B) (1 + 2‖A−1‖‖K‖) .
Proof First we note that xL = x− A−1(b−AxL) and then
‖xL‖ ≤ ‖x‖+ ‖A−1‖‖b−AxL‖ ≤ ‖x‖+ ‖A−1‖‖b‖ ≤ 2‖A−1‖‖b‖.
As in the proof of Theorem 3, we have (22). Then
‖c− BxL‖ ≤ O(u)(‖B‖‖xL‖+ 2‖M−1‖‖K‖‖xL‖).
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We now bound x− xL = B−1(c− BxL) as
‖x− xL‖ ≤ O(u)‖B−1‖(‖B‖‖xL‖+ 2‖M−1‖‖K‖‖xL‖)
≤ O(u)‖B−1‖(2‖B‖‖A−1‖‖b‖+ 2‖B‖‖A−1‖‖K‖‖xL‖)
= O(u)‖A−1‖‖b‖κ(B)
(
1 +
‖K‖‖xL‖
‖b‖
)
,
where we have used (20) and combine the factor 2 into the O(u) term. This proves
the first bound. Bounding ‖xL‖ by 2‖A−1‖‖b‖ again, we obtain the second bound
of the theorem.
The theorem shows that the inverse-equivalent accuracy is also achieved when
using an iterative method for the preconditioned system.
3.3 Accurate Inversion of Preconditioner
The key requirement of the accurate preconditioning method is that there is an
inverse-equivalent algorithm for inverting the preconditioner M . This is obviously
the case if the inverse M−1 is explicitly available. More generally, if a precondi-
tioner M has an accurate rank-revealing decomposition (RRD), then the solution to
Mx = b computed from the RRD is inverse-equivalent. The accurate rank-revealing
decomposition is introduced by Demmel et. al. [13] to accurately compute the
singular value decomposition of a matrix. Here is its definition.
Definition 2 (See [13]) A factorization A = XDY of A ∈ Rm×n with m ≥ n
is said to be rank-revealing if X ∈ Rm×r and Y ∈ Rr×n are well-conditioned and
D ∈ Rr×r is diagonal and invertible, where r ≤ min{m,n}. Consider an algorithm
for computing a rank-revealing decomposition A = XDY and let X̂, D̂, and Ŷ be
the computed factors. We say X̂D̂Ŷ is an accurate rank-revealing decomposition of
A if X̂ and Ŷ are normwise accurate and D̂ is entrywise accurate, i.e.,
‖X̂ −X‖
‖X‖ ≤ up(n);
‖Ŷ − Y ‖
‖Y ‖ ≤ up(n); and |D̂ −D| ≤ up(n)|D|, (25)
where p(n) is a polynomial in n.
As noted in [13], the precise meaning of “well-conditioned” in the definition is
not important as all related results involving this will be stated in terms of the
condition numbers κ(X) and κ(Y ), but in general, it refers to matrices with a
condition number within a modest bound dependent on the problem at hand.
For our purpose, we consider n×n invertible matrices, i.e. r = n. Then, if A has
an accurate RRD, it is shown by Dopico and Molera [20] that using it to solve linear
systems gives an inverse-equivalent algorithm. We state this result in the following
theorem.
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Theorem 5 ([20, Theorem 4.2]) Let X̂, D̂, and Ŷ be the computed factors of a rank-
revealing decomposition of A = XDY and assume that they satisfy (25). Assume
also that the systems Xs = b and Y x = w are solved with a backward stable algorithm
that when applied to any linear system Bz = c, computes a solution zˆ that satisfies
(B + ∆B)zˆ = c; with ‖∆B‖ ≤ uq(n)‖B‖ where q(n) is a polynomial in n such
that q(n) ≥ 4√2/(1 − 12u). Let g(n) := p(n) + q(n) + up(n)q(n). Then, if xˆ is the
computed solution of Ax = b through solving
X̂y = b; D̂z = y; and Ŷ x = z,
and if ug(n)κ(Y ) < 1 and ug(n)(2 + ug(n))κ(X) < 1, then
‖x̂− x‖ ≤ ug(n)
1− ug(n)κ(Y )
(
κ(Y ) +
1 + (2 + ug(n))κ(X)
1− ug(n)(2 + ug(n))κ(X)‖A
−1‖‖b‖
)
=
(
ug(n) +O(u2))max{κ(X), κ(Y )}‖A−1‖‖b‖.
Several classes of matrices have been shown to have accurate RRD by Demmel
et. al. [13], which include graded matrices, total signed compound matrices such as
acyclic matrices, Cauchy matrices, totally positive matrices, diagonally scaled totally
unimodular matrices, and matrices arising in certain simple finite element problems.
Diagonally dominant matrices have also been shown to have accurate rank-revealing
decomposition; see [1, 10, 34]. Specifically, in [34, Algorithm 1], a variation of
the Gaussian elimination is developed to compute an accurate LDU factorization
that is shown to be an accurate rank-revealing decomposition. The computational
cost of this accurate LDU algorithm is about the same as the standard Gaussian
elimination. Since discretizations of differential equations are often close to being
diagonally dominant, we can construct a diagonally dominant preconditioner, for
which the accurate LDU factorization provides an inverse-accurate algorithm. This
will be used in our numerical examples in §5.
We remark that if two matrices A1 and A2 both have accurate rank-revealing
decomposition, then solving A1A2x = b through A1y = b and A2x = y will produce
an inverse-equivalent solution provided ‖A−11 ‖‖A−12 ‖/‖(A1A2)−1‖ is a modest num-
ber; see [36]. In particular, we may also consider a preconditioner that is a product
of diagonally dominant matrices; see Examples 2 and 4 in §5.
4 Application to Eigenvalue Problems
In this section we discuss an application of inverse-equivalent algorithms to com-
puting a few smallest eigenvalues (in absolute value) of a matrix through accurate
inverses.
In general, the relative accuracy of the computed smallest eigenvalue of a matrix
in finite precision depends on the condition number κ2(A). To illustrate, we consider
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an n × n symmetric positive definite matrix A. Let λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ · · · ≤ λn be its
eigenvalues. A backward stable algorithm computes an approximate eigenvalue-
eigenvector pair (λ̂i, x̂i) with ‖x̂i‖ = 1 such that the residual ‖Ax̂i− λ̂ix̂i‖ is of order
u‖A‖. Then, |λ̂i − λi| ≤ O(u)‖A‖ and hence
|λ̂i − λi|
λi
≤ O(u)λn
λi
(26)
It follows that larger eigenvalues (i.e. λi ≈ λn) are computed to the accuracy of
machine precision, but for smaller eigenvalue (i.e. λi ≈ λ1), a relative error of order
O(u)κ(A) is expected.
Since the larger eigenvalues can be computed accurately, to compute a few small-
est eigenvalues of an ill-conditioned matrix, we may compute correspondingly a few
largest eigenvalues of A−1. However, a difficulty with this approach is that, A−1, or
its multiplications on vectors, can not be computed accurately since A is assumed
to be ill-conditioned. For diagonally dominant matrices, this can be remedied by
using the accurate LDU factorizations [34, 35, 36]. Specifically, for large scale
problems, we apply in [36] the Lanczos method to A−1 or simply use the inverse it-
eration and compute its largest eigenvalue µ1 = λ
−1
1 . At each iteration, the accurate
LDU factorizations is used to compute the matrix-vector product A−1v (i.e. solving
Au = v), which produces a solution that would be equivalent to the one produced
by multiplying the exact A−1 with v. Hence the resulting residual error will be of
order u‖A−1‖2 = uµ1, which implies a relative error for µ1 in the order of machine
precision. Finally λ1 = µ
−1
1 is computed accurately.
Now, consider a general symmetric matrix A that can be preconditioned by a
diagonally dominant matrix. Then using the accurate preconditioning scheme of §3,
we can form A−1v (i.e. solving Au = v) with the inverse-equivalent accuracy. Then
in the same way as discussed above, a few largest eigenvalues in absolute values can
be computed accurately for A−1, from which a few smallest eigenvalues in absolute
values for A are computed accurately.
The same discussion can also be extended to nonsymmetric matrices with the
modification of the bound (26) as
|λ̂i − λi|
|λi| ≈ O(u)
1
ci
‖A‖
|λi|
where ci is the cosine of the angle between the left and the right eigenvectors of
A corresponding to λi; see [11, Theorem 4.4]. The additional factor 1/ci defines
the sensitivity caused by nonnormality of the matrix, which is also studied through
pseudospectra (see [31]). This factor is not changed with the inverse. Thus, when
A−1v is computed with inverse-equivalent accuracy, a few largest eigenvalues of
A−1, and then the corresponding eigenvalues of A, are computed with an accuracy
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independent of the condition number κ(A). However, the accuracy is still expected
to depend on 1/ci. See [9, Theorem 6.3] for some some related discussions for
diagonally dominant matrices.
Finally, we discuss an application to discretizations of differential operators,
which is a large source of ill-conditioned problems. For the discretization of dif-
ferential eigenvalue problems, it is usually a few smallest eigenvalues that are of
interest but their computed accuracy is reduced by the condition number of the
discretization matrix. For operators involving high order differentiations such as
biharmonic operators, the matrix may easily become extremely ill-conditioned and
then little accuracy may be expected of the computed eigenvalues; see [6, 7, 36] and
§5.
In [36], we have used the accurate inverse approach to accurately compute a few
smallest eigenvalues of a differential operator whose discretization matrix is diago-
nally dominant. For differential operators whose discretizations are not diagonally
dominant, they can often be preconditioned by a diagonally dominant matrix. For
example, consider the finite difference discretization of the convection-diffusion op-
erator
−△ u+ βux + γuy = λu on (0, 1)2;
with the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition. The discretization matrix A is
not diagonally dominant, but the discretization of the diffusion operator −△ is. The
convection operator is dominated by the diffusion operator, if β, γ are not too large.
Then, the discretization matrix can be well preconditioned by that of the diffusion
operator. Hence, using accurate preconditioning, we can accurately compute a few
smallest eigenvalues of the convection-diffusion operator. See Examples 3 in §5 for
some numerical results.
The convection-diffusion operator is just one example of differential operators
whose discretization may be preconditioned by a diagonally dominant matrix. It
will be interesting to study other differential operators with such properties but we
leave it to a future work.
5 Numerical Examples
In this section, we present four numerical examples to demonstrate performance
of the accurate preconditioning scheme. All tests were carried out on a PC in
MATLAB (R2016b) with a machine precision u ≈ 2e-16. The first two examples
concern solving linear systems and the last two examples use two similar matrices
with known exact eigenvalues for the eigenvalue problems.
We consider linear systems arising in finite difference discretizations of some
differential equations scaled so that the resulting matrix has integer entries. We
construct an integer solution x so that b = Ax can be computed exactly. Then x
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is the exact solution. In our testing, we are interested in systems with a random
b, as this resembles practical situations where b is usually the input data. By (10),
a random b is also likely to yield a system where an inverse-equivalent accurate
solution is significantly more accurate than a backward stable solution. To construct
a random integer vector b with integer solution x, we first construct a random vector
b0 = rand(n, 1) and set x0 = A\b0, from which we construct a scaled integer solution
x = round(x0 ∗ 1e8/norm(x0, inf)), all in MATLAB functions. Then b = Ax is
computed exactly and is approximately a scaled random vector b0.
We solve the systems by a preconditioned iterative method with the precondi-
tioner solved by the usual Cholesky factorization and by the accurate LDU factor-
ization ([34, Algorithm 1]). In all examples here, the preconditioners are symmetric;
so we actually compute the LDLT factorization which has about half of the cost.
We compare the computed solutions x̂ with respect to the errors
ηie :=
‖x̂− x‖2
‖A−1‖2‖b‖2 and ηrel :=
‖x̂− x‖2
‖x‖2 .
ηie measures the inverse-equivalent accuracy and ηrel is the relative accuracy. They
differ by a fixed ratio ‖x‖2
‖A−1‖2‖b‖2
≤ 1. For a backward stable solution x̂, ηrel is
approximately κ2(A)u but for an inverse-equivalent accurate solution, ηie is in the
order of machine precision u.
Example 1. Consider the 1-dimensional convection-diffusion equation
−u′′(x)− u′(x) = f(x) on (0, γ);
with the Dirichlet boundary condition u(0) = u(γ) = 0. Discretizing on a uniform
grid of size h = γ/(n + 1) by the center difference scheme, we obtain An =
1
h2
Tn −
1
2h
Kn, where Tn is the n × n tridiagonal matrix with diagonals being 2 and off-
diagonals being −1, and Kn is the skew-symmetric n× n tridiagonal matrix with 1
on the superdiagonal above the main diagonal. To construct b and the exact solution
x = A−1n b, we scale An by 2γ
2/(n + 1) and use an integer value for γ so that the
resulting matrix 2(n+1)Tn− γKn has integer entries. We then construct a random
integer vector b and the corresponding exact solution x as discussed at the beginning
of this section.
Tn is diagonally dominant and has an accurate LDL
T factorization. An is neither
symmetric nor diagonally dominant but, if γ is not too large, preconditioning by
2(n+1)Tn yields a well-conditioned matrix B = I − h2T−1n Kn. We solve the precon-
ditioned system by the GMRES method with the preconditioning equations solved
in two ways: 1. using the Cholesky factorization of Tn, and 2. the accurate LDU
factorization of Tn. The GMRES is implemented with restart after 50 iterations and
the stopping tolerance for relative residual is set as
√
nu. As a reference, we also
solve the original system using MATLAB’s division operator An\b. We compare the
computed solutions x̂ by the three methods with respect to ηie and ηrel.
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In Table 1, we present the results for a mildly ill-conditioned case with n =
213 − 1 = 8, 191 and a more ill-conditioned case with n = 219 − 1 = 524, 287. For
each case of n, we test γ = 101, 102, · · · , 106, resulting in an An that is increasingly
not symmetric and not diagonally dominant. In the table, in addition to the errors
ηie and ηrel, we also present the condition numbers κ2(An) and, for the smaller n
case, κ2(B) as well. In the columns for accurate LDU preconditioning, we also
list ρ := ‖γKn‖1‖x‖1/‖b‖1 which is a factor in the error bound for ηie by accurate
preconditioning; see Theorem 4.
Table 1: Example 1: Accuracy for the three methods (A\b, Cholesky Preconditioning,
Accurate LDU Preconditioning): ηie = ‖x̂−x‖2/(‖A−1‖2‖b‖2) and ηrel = ‖x̂−x‖2/‖x‖2,
and ρ = ‖γKn‖1‖x‖1/‖b‖1.
A\b Cholesky Precond. Accurate Precond.
γ κ2(An) ηie ηrel ηie ηrel κ2(B) ηie ηrel ρ
n = 213 − 1 = 8, 191
1e1 1e7 3e-12 4e-12 2e-12 3e-12 8e0 3e-15 4e-15 3e3
1e2 2e6 3e-11 4e-11 3e-13 3e-13 2e2 4e-15 5e-15 4e3
1e3 2e5 3e-12 4e-12 3e-14 4e-14 7e3 7e-15 9e-15 4e3
1e4 2e4 2e-17 3e-17 8e-15 1e-14 1e5 7e-15 9e-15 4e3
1e5 5e3 5e-16 6e-16 2e-14 3e-14 1e6 2e-14 3e-14 4e3
1e6 5e3 1e-15 2e-15 6e-13 8e-13 4e6 6e-13 8e-13 4e3
n = 219 − 1 = 524, 287
1e1 6e10 4e-10 5e-8 1e-9 2e-7 - 2e-16 2e-14 2e3
1e2 7e9 7e-9 1e-7 8e-10 2e-8 - 8e-15 2e-13 2e4
1e3 7e8 8e-9 2e-8 7e-10 2e-9 - 1e-13 4e-13 1e5
1e4 7e7 2e-9 2e-9 1e-10 2e-10 - 5e-14 6e-14 3e5
1e5 7e6 6e-11 8e-11 1e-11 2e-11 - 6e-14 8e-14 3e5
1e6 7e5 1e-18 2e-18 1e-12 2e-12 - 6e-14 8e-14 3e5
We observe that in all cases, the accurate preconditioning produces an inverse-
equivalent accuracy ηie roughly in the order of machine precision, regardless of the
condition number κ2(An). Taking into consideration the results of Example 2 be-
low, ηie appears to be proportional to (1 + ρ)u as indicated by the theory. For the
first case where κ2(B) is computed, ηie increases slightly with κ2(B) but this effect
appears to emerges only when κ2(B) ≥ 105. With ηie in the order of machine preci-
sion, the relative error ηrel is improved accordingly, which, in this case, is near the
machine precision. In contrast, the solutions by A\b and by the Cholesky precon-
ditioning have relative errors ηrel of order κ2(A)u as expected, which determines a
corresponding ηie. With larger γ, An becomes less ill-conditioned and the accuracy
attained by A\b increases. When γ ≥ 104 (the first n case) or γ = 106 (the second n
case), it becomes more accurate than the one by the accurate preconditioning, but
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since κ2(B) is larger than κ2(An) in those cases, the preconditioning is obviously
not expected to be effective.
The results demonstrate that when κ2(B) is not very large, the accurate pre-
conditioning indeed produces inverse-equivalent accuracy while the preconditioning
solved by a backward stable algorithm does not improve the solution accuracy at
all.
Example 2. Let An = (n+1)
4T 2n +γSn, where Tn is as in Example 1, Sn is a ran-
dom sparse integer matrix constructed using Sn = floor(10 ∗ sprandn(n, n, 0.001))
in MATLAB and γ is an integer parameter. Note that (n + 1)4T 2n is a finite dif-
ference discretization of 1-dimensional biharmonic operator d
4u
dx4
with the boundary
condition u = d
2u
dx2
= 0 on a uniform mesh on [0, 1] with the meshsize 1/(n+ 1). For
an integer value of γ, An is an integer matrix and we construct a random integer
vector b and the corresponding exact solution x as discussed at the beginning of this
section.
If |γ| is not too large, preconditioning with (n+1)4T 2n results in a well-conditioned
matrix B = I + γ
(n+1)4
T−2n Sn. We solve the preconditioned system by GMRES with
two way of solving the preconditioning equations: 1. using the Cholesky factoriza-
tion of T 2n , and 2. using the accurate LDU factorization of Tn. The GMRES is
implemented with restart after 50 iterations and the stopping tolerance for relative
residual is set as
√
nu. Again, we also solve the original system using MATLAB’s
division operator A\b. We compare the computed solutions x̂ by the three methods
with respect to ηie and ηrel.
In Table 2, we present the testing results for n = 210−1 = 1, 023 and n = 214−1 =
16, 383. For these two cases respectively, Sn has 1,008 and 257,572 nonzeros with
‖Sn‖∞ = 75 and 343. For each of the n value, we test γ = 10,−102, 103,−104, 105,
−106, 107. We list in the table κ2(An) and κ2(B) and ρ := ‖γSn‖1‖x‖1/‖b‖1, in
addition to ηie, ηrel.
We observe that the accurate preconditioning produces an inverse-equivalent
accuracy ηie in the order of machine precision, except when |γ| is very large. Com-
paring with Example 1, ηie is about 3 order of magnitude smaller and this seems to
be due to a corresponding decrease in 1+ ρ. As |γ| increases, the quality of precon-
ditioning deteriorates. However, its effect on ηie emerges only when κ2(B) ≥ 105.
From that point on, ηie appears proportional to κ2(B)(1 + ρ)u as indicated by our
theory. Overall, similar behavior as in Example 1 is observed for this random sparse
matrix.
The results of these two examples are in agreement with our error analysis
(Theorem 4). The inverse-equivalent accuracy error ηie appears proportional to
κ2(B)(1 + ρ)u although its dependence on κ2(B) may appear only when κ2(B) is
quite large. Indeed, its capability to produce an inverse-equivalent accuracy with
large κ2(B) is rather surprising. This would allow a broader application of the
accurate preconditioning method than what our theory might suggest.
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Table 2: Example 2: Accuracy for the three methods (A\b, Cholesky Preconditioning,
Accurate LDU Preconditioning): ηie = ‖x̂−x‖2/(‖A−1‖2‖b‖2), ηrel = ‖x̂−x‖2/‖x‖2, and
ρ = ‖γSn‖1‖x‖1/‖b‖1.
A\b Cholesky Precond. Accurate Precond.
γ κ2(A) ηie ηrel ηie ηrel κ2(B) ηie ηrel ρ
n = 210 − 1 = 1, 023
1e1 2e11 3e-10 1e-7 4e-10 1e-7 3e0 5e-18 2e-15 2e-2
-1e2 2e11 8e-10 3e-7 4e-10 1e-7 9e1 6e-18 2e-15 2e-1
1e3 3e11 5e-11 3e-8 4e-10 2e-7 2e4 4e-18 2e-15 2e0
-1e4 4e10 2e-10 2e-8 2e-10 2e-8 2e5 6e-16 6e-14 1e1
1e5 9e9 2e-10 6e-9 2e-10 5e-9 5e6 7e-14 2e-12 1e2
-1e6 4e9 8e-11 1e-9 9e-11 1e-9 2e8 2e-11 3e-10 1e3
1e7 1e8 6e-13 2e-11 1e-10 4e-9 6e8 2e-11 6e-10 1e2
n = 214 − 1 = 16, 383
1e1 3e16 8e-10 5e-2 1e-9 7e-2 5e1 6e-19 3e-11 1e-6
-1e2 2e15 1e-10 4e-4 1e-9 3e-3 2e2 1e-18 3e-12 1e-5
1e3 6e14 2e-10 3e-4 6e-10 8e-4 9e3 6e-19 9e-13 1e-4
-1e4 5e14 5e-11 7e-5 3e-10 5e-4 8e5 5e-19 8e-13 9e-4
1e5 8e13 1e-10 3e-5 3e-10 7e-5 1e7 9e-17 2e-11 9e-3
-1e6 4e13 9e-11 1e-5 1e-10 2e-5 5e8 2e-15 2e-10 9e-2
1e7 9e12 3e-11 1e-6 1e-10 3e-6 1e10 8e-14 2e-9 9e-1
In the next two examples, we compute the smallest eigenvalue (in absolute value)
of A accurately by computing the corresponding largest eigenvalue of A−1. We have
used both the Lanczos algorithm with full reorthogonalization and the power method
(i.e. the inverse iteration for A) and found the results to be similar. Below, we report
the results obtained by the inverse iteration only. In applying A−1 at each step of
iteration, we solve Au = v by a preconditioned iterative method. We test solving
the preconditioner by the usual Cholesky factorization or by the accurate LDU
factorization ([34, Algorithm 1]). With the two ways of solving the preconditioning
equations, we compare the final approximate eigenvalues obtained.
Example 3. Consider the eigenvalue problem for the same 1-dimensional convection-
diffusion operator as in Example 1: −u′′(x)− u′(x) = λu(x) on (0, γ) with u(0) =
u(γ) = 0. The eigenvalues of this operator are exactly known [28, Theorem 1]:
λi =
1
4
+
π2i2
γ2
, for i = 1, 2, · · ·
Discretizing on a mesh of size h = γ/(n + 1) as in Example 1, we obtain the same
matrix An =
1
h2
Tn − 12hKn.
We approximate λ1 =
1
4
+ pi
2
γ2
by computing the smallest eigenvalue of An using
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the inverse iteration. At each iteration, we solve Anu = v by the GMRES method
as preconditioned by 1
h2
Tn with two ways of solving the preconditioner Tn: 1. using
the Cholesky factorization of Tn, and 2. the accurate LDU factorization of Tn. We
denote the computed smallest eigenvalues by µchol1 and µ
aldu
1 respectively. The GM-
RES is implemented with restart after 50 iterations and the stopping tolerance for
relative residual is set at
√
nu. The stopping tolerance for the eigenvalue-eigenvector
residuals of the inverse iteration is also set at
√
nu. We use this very stringent cri-
terion to ensure as accurate results as possible. In all cases, the inverse iteration
terminates with the residual satisfying the criterion.
In Table 3, we present the testing results for h = 2−6, 2−8, · · · , 2−24 and γ = 1.
We list the computed eigenvalues µchol1 and µ
aldu
1 and their relative errors. We observe
that µchol1 initially converge quadratically as h. However, as h decreases, the matrix
becomes increasingly ill-conditioned and the roundoff errors associated with the
standard Cholesky preconditioning increase and will dominate the discretization
errors at some point (see [36]). In this example, this occurs at h ≈ 1.5e − 5,
after which further decreasing h actually increases the error for µchol1 . On the other
hand, the error for µaldu1 decreases quadratically to the order of machine precision.
Thus, the accurate preconditioning allows us to compute the smallest eigenvalue
of the convection-diffusion operator, whose discretization is nonsymmetric and not
diagonally dominant, to the full accuracy of the discretization, up to the machine
precision.
Table 3: Example 3: approximation of λ1 =
1
4 + pi
2 = 10.11960440108936 ( µchol1 -
computed eigenvalue by Cholesky preconditioner; µaldu1 - computed eigenvalue by accurate
LDU preconditioner.)
h µchol1
|λ1−µchol1 |
λ1
µaldu1
|λ1−µaldu1 |
λ1
1.6e-2 10.11732544149765 2.3e-4 10.11732544149762 2.3e-4
3.9e-3 10.11946195350748 1.4e-5 10.11946195350759 1.4e-5
9.8e-4 10.11959549807000 8.8e-7 10.11959549806623 8.8e-7
2.4e-4 10.11960384467139 5.5e-8 10.11960384465017 5.5e-8
6.1e-5 10.11960436740018 3.3e-9 10.11960436631197 3.4e-9
1.5e-5 10.11960440025146 8.3e-11 10.11960439891543 2.1e-10
3.8e-6 10.11960357476229 8.2e-8 10.11960440095356 1.3e-11
9.5e-7 10.11959786966499 6.5e-7 10.11960440107954 9.7e-13
2.4e-7 10.11960179526253 2.6e-7 10.11960440108836 9.9e-14
6.0e-8 10.11996930306172 3.6e-5 10.11960440108905 3.0e-14
Example 4: Consider computing the smallest eigenvalue of the 1-dimensional
biharmonic problem: d
4v
dx4
+ ρv = λv on [0, 1] with the natural boundary condition
v(0) = v′′(0) = v(1) = v′′(1) = 0. Discretizing on a uniform mesh of size h =
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1/(n + 1) leads to An =
1
h4
T 2n + ρI. where Tn is the discretization of 1-dimensional
Laplacian defined in Example 1. The eigenvalues of An are λj,h =
1
h4
16 sin4(jπh/2)+
ρ (see [11, Lemma 6.1]). We consider n = 216 − 1 = 65, 535 for this example and
ρ = ±1,±10,±102,±103. This results in an extremely ill-conditioned An with
κ2(An) ≈ 1018 except in the case of ρ = −102 when κ2(An) ≈ 1020. An also becomes
indefinite when ρ = −102 or −103.
We compute the smallest eigenvalue in absolute value, denoted by λabsmin, of An
by applying the inverse iteration to An. Note that this eigenvalue may not be λ1,h if
An is indefinite. In carrying out the inverse iterations, we solve Anx = b by the CG
(or MINRES if γ < 0) method as preconditioned by 1
h4
T 2n with two way of solving
the preconditioner T 2n : 1. using the Cholesky factorization of T
2
n , and 2. using
accurate LDU factorization of Tn. We denote the computed smallest eigenvalues in
absolute value by µchol1 and µ
aldu
1 respectively. The stopping tolerance for relative
residual of CG or MINRES is set at
√
nu. The stopping tolerance for the eigenvalue-
eigenvector residuals of the inverse iteration is also set at
√
nu. In our tests, the
inverse iteration with the accurate LDU factorization preconditioning produces a
residual satisfying the stopping criterion in all cases. The one with the Cholesky
factorization preconditioning, however, results in stagnating residuals mostly around
10−11 that is slightly above the threshold. The latter can be attributed to the
inaccuracy in the operator A−1n .
In Table 4, we present, for each case of ρ, the exact eigenvalue λabsmin, the
computed eigenvalues µchol1 and µ
aldu
1 and their relative errors. For all the cases of
ρ here, the preconditioned matrix B = I + ρh2T−2n is well conditioned with κ(B)
raging between 1 and 40. As a result, the accurate preconditioning produces µaldu1
that is accurate to the machine precision in all cases. The eigenvalues computed
using the preconditioning with the Cholesky factorization µchol1 have in most cases
one digit of accuracy. In the case ρ = −102, it has even the sign wrong. Again we
see that the accurate preconditioning accurately computes the smallest eigenvalue
of this extremely ill-conditioned matrix, even when the matrix is indefinite.
6 Concluding Remarks
We have presented an accurate preconditioning method to solve linear systems with
inverse-equivalent accuracy. An error analysis is developed to demonstrate the ac-
curacy that may be achieved by this approach. Numerical examples confirm the
analysis but also show that the method works even when the quality of precondi-
tioner is rather low. As an application, we use it to accurately compute the smallest
eigenvalue of some differential operator discretizations that are indefinite or non-
symmetric.
For future works, it will be interesting to study a related perturbation theory
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Table 4: Example 4: approximation of the smallest eigenvalue in absolute value λabsmin (
µchol1 and µ
aldu
1 - computed eigenvalue by Cholesky preconditioning and by accurate LDU
preconditioner respectively. echol :=
|λabsmin−µ
chol
1
|
|λabsmin|
; ealdu :=
|λabsmin−µ
aldu
1
|
|λabsmin|
)
ρ λabsmin µ
chol
1 e
chol µaldu1 e
aldu
1e0 98.409090996696 107.104718485058 9e-2 98.409090996693 3e-14
-1e0 96.409090996696 105.104718492797 9e-2 96.409090996693 3e-14
1e1 107.409090996696 116.104718499209 8e-2 107.409090996693 3e-14
-1e1 87.409090996696 96.104718508722 1e-1 87.409090996693 3e-14
1e2 197.409090996696 206.104718499414 4e-2 197.409090996691 3e-14
-1e2 -2.590909003304 6.104718530850 3e0 -2.590909003309 2e-12
1e3 1097.40909099669 1106.10471864325 8e-3 1097.40909099668 1e-14
-1e3 558.545454156402 716.309982554411 3e-1 558.545454156396 1e-14
and to investigate what appears to be a very mild dependence of the accuracy on
the condition number of the preconditioned matrix. It will also be interesting to
study whether our method can be used with preconditioners that are defined through
their inverses, such as multilevel preconditioners [33] and sparse approximate inverse
preconditioners [4, 5].
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